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Come one, come all

#CRLIVE22

Welcome to our 
annual meeting
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UTC
16:00 Welcome
16:05 Vision & strategy (Ed)
16:15 Community heroes (Vanessa & Isaac)
16:25 Building the research nexus together – Guest flash talks
17:00       Q&A
17:10 Break 
17:15  State of the membership and metadata (Amanda & Patricia)
17:25 Funding in metadata (Dominika)
17:35 Annual meeting and board election (Lucy)
18:00 Close of the formal meeting (Ed)
18:05 Let’s mingle! Chatting with the community #CRLIVE22



If needed:
Email Lucy at 
lofiesh@crossref.org

Board election reminder

#CRLIVE22

mailto:lofiesh@crossref.org


Vision, mission & more
Ed Pentz, Executive Director



Like others… we envision

“a rich and reusable open network of relationships 
connecting research organizations, people, things, and 
actions; a scholarly record that the global community can 
build on forever, for the benefit of society."

Vision
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Crossref makes research objects easy to find, cite, link, assess, 
and reuse. 

We’re a not-for-profit membership organization that exists to make 
scholarly communications better. 

We rally the community; tag and share metadata; run an open 
infrastructure; play with technology; and make tools and 
services—all to help put research in context.

Mission
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“Depositing all relevant metadata in Crossref 
should become the norm in scholarly publishing.”

Citation data are now open, but that’s far from enough
Nature 609, 441 (2022)
https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-02915-1
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● The outputs of the research and publishing process create a “scholarly 
record” - evidence and context to help assess the integrity of the 
scientific and publishing process 

● The scholarly record is about more than just published outputs - it’s also 
a network of inputs, relationships, and contexts

● The richer and more comprehensive Crossref records are, the more 
context there is for our members and for the whole scholarly research 
ecosystem.

The “scholarly record”
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● Crossref itself doesn’t assess the quality of content or the integrity 
of the research process

● Enables those who produce scholarly outputs to provide 
metadata (effectively evidence) about how they ensure the quality 
of content and how the outputs fit into the scholarly record 
– (through reference links, ORCID iDs for authors, ROR IDs for affiliations, 

funding and licensing information, etc.)

Integrity of the scholarly record 
(ISR)
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Crossref is focused on enriching metadata to 
provide more and better trust signals while keeping 
barriers to membership and participation as low as 
possible to enable an inclusive scholarly record.

Our role in ISR
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What we’re all 
aiming for
● Bringing together the 

disparate pieces of the 
scholarly record.

● Better view of 
relationships (beyond 
PIDs).

● Exposing internal stuff 
publicly.

● Enabling multi-party 
assertions.

● Evidence. Provenance. 
Persistence.

● 60% of this is possible, 
the rest is aspirational.



Community heroes
Vanessa Fairhurst, Community Engagement Manager 
Isaac Farley, Technical Support Manager
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Highlights 

crossref.org/community/ambassadors #CRLIVE22



Satellite events 
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Community groups

Interest Groups
● Books
● Metadata 

practitioners 

Advisory Groups
● Similarity Check
● Crossmark
● Funders
● Preprints
● Event Data 

crossref.org/working-groups
community.crossref.org/t/share-your-thoughts-on-preprint-metadata/2800
crossref.org/blog/accessibility-for-crossref-doi-links-call-for-comments-on-proposed-new-guidelines/

Committees (board-based)
● Executive
● Audit
● Nominating
● Membership & Fees

#CRLIVE22



Technical support trends

support@crossref.org #CRLIVE22

8640 Support tickets solved this year, these requests were emailed to support@crossref.org or 
opened via our contact us form 

Top 10 most common topics 

1. 43.8% - general questions about content registration (3784 tickets)
2. 16.9% - support with a deposit/registration (1456 tickets)
3. 16.3% - how can I update my DOI’s metadata record? (1408 tickets)
4. 11.1% - help updating the resource resolution URL of my DOI(s) (963 tickets)
5. 7.5% - a suggestion for a metadata quality improvement/correction (646 tickets)
6. 6.8% - help using the web deposit form (587 tickets)
7. 5.8% - help updating a title record (504 tickets)
8. 5.7% - help with the XML itself (495 tickets)
9. 5.2 % - questions about retrieving metadata (451 tickets)

10. 5.0%  - questions about reports (resolution, DOI error, conflict, etc.) (436 tickets)

mailto:support@crossref.org
https://support.crossref.org/hc/en-us


Community Forum

community.crossref.org

Growth since launch in February 2021
2022 Community Forum page views (2022-Jan-01 to 2022-Oct-23): 631,572
2021 Community Forum page views (2021-Jan-01 to 2021-Oct-23): 376,761

Join us in the forum for open, community, many-to-many support! 
Our tickets of the month are a great place to start!

Top 10 most active community contributors 

● edamasio - 1.4K
● BrunaErlandsson - 683
● Anjum - 604
● hdogan - 470
● michaelolson - 393

● BronSen - 348
● cybermon - 321
● abec - 319
● rhiannon-ppl - 317
● jhchang - 306

#CRLIVE22

Hey, that’s a 
67.6% increase! 

https://www.crossref.org/blog/discuss-all-things-metadata-in-our-new-community-forum/
https://community.crossref.org/tag/ticket_of_month


Building the Research 
Nexus together: flash talks
Kora Korzec
Head of Community Engagement and Communications
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Flash talks
1. Hans de Jonge and Bianca Kramer: The availability and completeness of 

funder metadata in Crossref 
2. Javier Arias: Thoth Open Metadata
3. Julie Lambert: Going it Together: DOI Correction Journey
4. Edilson Damasio: Cited-by and OJS experience
5. Lettie Y. Conrad: With or Without: Measuring Impacts of Books Metadata

#CRLIVE22





● Text
– Text









Q&A

1. Hans de Jonge and Bianca Kramer: The availability and 
completeness of funder metadata in Crossref 

2. Javier Arias: Thoth Open Metadata
3. Julie Lambert: Going it Together: DOI Correction Journey
4. Edilson Damasio: Cited-by and OJS experience
5. Lettie Y. Conrad: With or Without: Measuring Impacts of 

Books Metadata
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Bolster the 
team

Short break
until 5:18pm UTC
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The state of 
membership 
and metadata
Amanda Bartell, Head of Member Experience
Patricia Feeney, Head of Metadata
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Crossref membership is open to:

Organizations that “produce professional and scholarly 
materials and content”.

Likely to be cited in the research ecosystem and considered 
part of the evidence trail.

#CRLIVE22



Types of organizations
Org type % Org type %

University/Research Institute 34% Library 1%

Publisher 32% Research Funder 1%

Society 20% Museum 0.5%

Govt Agency/NGO 5% Company 0.5%

Other 3.5% Data repository 0.2%

Researcher Service 1% Assessment service 0.1%

Publishing tool 1%

#CRLIVE22



Reducing barriers to entry

● Few checks
– 2322 new members in last year - 39 declined apps

● Sponsors programme
● Fee assistance program → GEM program

#CRLIVE22



17.5k members

#CRLIVE22

Overall: 56% sponsored
Last year: 58% sponsored



148 countries
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2022 YTD trending countries
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Keeping the membership team 
busy
Over 12k membership tickets solved this year. Application form submissions, emailed to 
member@crossref.org, or opened via our contact us form.
 
● Membership applications
● General questions about membership
● Contact updates for existing members
● Questions about the Similarity Check service
● Adding new users with deposit credentials to an account
● Title transfers between members
● Questions about invoices and payment - passed to the billing team - they solved 

over 9k tickets in the last year (billing@crossref.org) .

mailto:member@crossref.org
https://support.crossref.org/hc/en-us
mailto:billing@crossref.org


October 2022: 138,927,927 
records and counting2020: 120,386,688 

2021: 130,680,053



2008: 90% 2011: 88%

2015: 88%
2017: 78%



2020-
2021

2021-
now

Overall 9% 6%

Books 11% 7%

Datasets 86% 24%

Dissertations 39% 15%

Journal articles 7% 5%

Posted Content 42% 26%

Conference Papers 9% 13%

Reports 6% 4%

Peer Reviews 80% 35%

Standards 7% 5%

Grants - 39%

Registration rates



The nexus we have now
Out of 138,927,927 total records:

% of total 
metadata

% change 
since 2021

Abstracts 17,292,273 11.97% +41%

Funder Registry IDs 6,916,291 4.80% +21%

License URLs 57,431,484 42.20% +9%

ORCID iDs 9,332,238 6.35% +24%

References 61,741,515 44.53% +6%

ROR IDs 3,119
Relationships 689,404



Relationships: points of connection between two objects, can be explicit 
(supplied as relationship metadata) or implicit (a connection created by metadata 
such as a PID within a record)





Linking grants
to research outputs
Dominika Tkaczyk, Head of Strategic Initiatives
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Three sides of funding information



Funders support research

DOI: 10.1093/hwj/dbz009
type: journal-article
funder:
  name: Wellcome Trust
  award: 103341
  DOI: 10.13039/100010269
  doi-asserted-by: publisher



Funders award grants

DOI: 10.35802/204697
type: grant
project:
  funding:
    funder:
      name: Wellcome Trust
      id:
        id: 10.13039/100010269
        id-type: DOI
        asserted-by: publisher



Grants support research

DOI: 10.1093/nar/gkaa994
type: journal-article
funder:
  name: Wellcome Trust
  award: 10.35802/108758
  DOI: 10.13039/100010269
  doi-asserted-by: publisher



Grants support research

DOI: 10.54514/j37fs-is8ds
type: grant
relation:
  finances:
    id-type: doi
    id: 10.1007/978-3-030-77363-2
    asserted-by: subject



reference matching
task:

find cited work DOI
task:

find grant DOI

grant matching



reference matching
task:

find cited work DOI
task:

find grant DOI

grant matching

unstructured input: unstructured input:



reference matching
task:

find cited work DOI
task:

find grant DOI

grant matching

unstructured input:

formatted reference string
unstructured input:

acknowledgments text

structured input: structured input:



reference matching
task:

find cited work DOI
task:

find grant DOI

grant matching

unstructured input:

formatted reference string
unstructured input:

acknowledgments text

structured input:

author name + article title + 
journal title + year + …

structured input:

funder metadata + 
award number



How to link grants

Scenario #1:
Grant DOI included in the research output metadata
or
Research output DOI included in the grant metadata

↳ already linked



How to link grants

Scenario #2: Research output metadata contains the award 
number and the funder DOI

If award numbers are the same AND one of the following is true:
● funder DOI is the same in the research output and in the grant
● funder in the research output replaced or was replaced by the funder in the grant
● funder in the research output is an ancestor or a descendant of the funder in the 

grant

↳ establish the link



How to link grants

Scenario #3: Research output metadata contains the award 
number, but doesn’t contain the funder DOI

If award numbers are the same AND one of the following is true:
● funder name is the same in the research output and the grant
● funder name in the research output is the same as the name of a funder that 

replaced or was replaced by the funder in the grant
● funder name in the research output is the same as the name of an ancestor or a 

descendant of the funder in the grant

↳ establish the link



Results

number of as of 22-03-08 as of 22-09-30

links 20,834 23,878 (+15%)

total research outputs with funding information 7.5M 8.2M (+9%)

linked research outputs 17,082 19,634 (+15%)

total grants 38,326 39,182 (+2.2%)

linked grants 3,858 4,240 (+10%)



Percentage of linked outputs

● 0.24% linked out of all research outputs with funding 
information

● 0.32% linked out of research outputs with funding 
information including award numbers

● 7.5% linked out of research outputs with funding information 
including award numbers and mentioning a funder that 
registers grants or is related to a funder that registers grants



Results

matching strategy % of links as of 22-03-08 % of links as of 22-09-30

link in the metadata <0.1% <0.1%

award number + funder DOI 95.0% 95.5%

award number + funder name 5.0% 4.4%



What’s next?

● better support for depositing the relationships between 
research outputs and grants

● properly evaluating and improving the matching
● making matched links available through our APIs
● building an API for grant matching and more



labs.crossref.org

https://www.crossref.org/labs/


Annual meeting 
& board election
Lucy Ofiesh, Director of Finance and Operations
Emily Cooke, External Legal Counsel
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Overview of Crossref governance

● 501(c)6 organization, a trade association 
● To be eligible for the Board, a Director must be an employee or officer of 

a member organization. Once a Director is elected, the member 
organization can appoint an alternate for such Director. Board seat 
belongs to the organization, not the individual.

● Board members serve 3-year terms and are eligible for reelection with no 
term limits

● Corporate officers (Chair and Treasurer) are elected by the board to serve 
one-year terms, for up to to three consecutive years 

● All board members agree to a whistleblower policy and a conflicts of 
interest disclosure policy #CRLIVE22



Overview of Crossref governance

The role of the board at Crossref is to provide strategic and financial oversight 
of the organization, as well as guidance to the Executive Director and the staff 
leadership team, with the key responsibilities being:

– Setting the strategic direction for the organization;
– Providing financial oversight; and
– Approving new policies and services.
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Annual meeting election

● Notice of Annual meeting sent September 20th, 2022
● Review of Nominating Procedure
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2022 board nominations

2022 Nominating committee
● Abel Packer, SciELO, São Paulo, Brazil, committee chair*
● Patrick Alexander, Penn State University Press, US
● Nisha Doshi, Cambridge University Press, UK
● Marc Hurlbert, Melanoma Research Alliance , US*
● Kihong Kim, Korean Council of Science Editors, South Korea*

* indicates Crossref board member
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Nomination process

● Board composition review
● Public call for nominations
● 40 respondents
● Committee reviews and discussed candidates

Interested in next year? Stay tuned for the call for expressions 
of interest in May 2023
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2022 Board slate

Tier 1, small & mid-sized members (electing one seat)
eLife, Damian Pattinson, Executive Director
Pan Africa Science Journal, Oscar Donde, Editor in Chief

Tier 2, large members (electing four seats)
Clarivate, Christine Stohn, Director of Product Management
Elsevier, Rose L’Huillier, Senior Vice President Researcher Products
The MIT Press, Nick Lindsay, Journals and Open Access Director
Springer Nature, Anjalie Nawaratne, VP Data Transformation & Chief Business Architect
Wiley, Allyn Molina, Group Vice President, Research Publishing
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2022 Board election final results

Tier 1, small & mid-sized members (electing one seat)
Pan Africa Science Journal, Oscar Donde, Editor in Chief

Tier 2, large members (electing four seats)
Clarivate, Christine Stohn, Director of Product Management
Elsevier, Rose L’Huillier, Senior Vice President Researcher Products
The MIT Press, Nick Lindsay, Journals and Open Access Director
Springer Nature, Anjalie Nawaratne, VP Data Transformation & Chief Business Architect

#CRLIVE22



Any other 
business?
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Time to mingle
Join us over at SpacialChat for 
a little informal conversation:  
bit.ly/live22-highlights 

See you over there!
 

https://bit.ly/live22-highlights

